
Success 
Snapshots



Small Category



Mariah Reese
Executive Director
Lelooska Foundation

- Creating a series of social posts that illustrated
   our programming paid o� big time

- We also secured a matching gift and identified    
   champions that would encourage giving

- Quickly saw that a rural organization doesn’t
   benefit from the buzz of an event

- Currently undertaking a capital campaign 
   that will provide a tangible goal for donors   



Elizabeth Cerveny
Executive Director 
North County Community Food Bank

- Knowing our community and donor base 
   has helped us e�ectively market the day

- We engage local businesses for events, and     
   our board and committees on outreach

- Remember to debrief, because we realized
   we needed to better define roles and tasks

- The plan for 2018 is to build out a unique  
   event and possibly add some competitions



- Online and o�ine are not separate worlds, 
   so we approach them in an integrated way

- We’ve teamed up on events, and made sure    
   to focus on having fun, not just asking

- We have built sta� capacity by adding
   Give More 24! to our annual schedule

- This year we’ll start earlier and find more
   champions to spread our message further

Valerie Hooks
Marketing & Communications 
DOGPAW O�-leash Dog Parks

- Established a marketing team to deliver 
   a coordinated campaign

- Created suite of social images and pushed    
   our messaging hard with resources available

- We learned parks are tangible, and also
   double nicely as billboards and event spaces

- In 2018, we will plan giving pushes around
   prizes and want to find a matching gift



Medium Category



Kaitie Swengel
Events & Sponsorship Coordinator
Legacy Health, The O�ce of Philanthropy

- Assemble a social media campaign and 
   don’t worry about posting too much

- Past campaigns targeted new donor segments    
   with a clear, fun and inspiring message

- Our board and biggest advocates also help
   with other causes, so we had to get creative

- We’re refining our approach to better engage
   sta�, who work around the clock



Shannon Cahoon
Board President
Lower Columbia School Gardens

- Planning ahead with a communications 
   calendar and messaging increased success

- Our strategy has included targeting a prize    
   goal each year, which has been successful

- Complex events and campaign elements 
   have proven di�cult, so we’ve simplified

- Our campaign will focus on top three ways
   to support, including a specific ask to share



Judy McMorine
Development Director
Open House Ministries

- It’s not a silver bullet, but rather part of an 
   ongoing, integrated conversation with donors

- Learned to get more specific with messages  
   of who we are and why our work matters

- KISS: It’s a test in being realistic about your
   resources; there is (only) so much you can do

- This year we’ll use the peer-to-peer feature
   to supercharge what we’ve been doing



Large Category



Heather Cochrun
Community Outreach Coordinator
Evergreen Habitat for Humanity

- Our match created an actionable goal for 
   donors to work toward

- We utilize brand guidelines and repeat key 
   messages to remind donors who we are

- We created a social calendar to set priorities 
   and keep messages on schedule

- Don’t just do it, make sure you’re prepared 
   before hosting an in-person event



Matt Edmonds
Communications Manager
Clark County Food Bank

- Our success has come from leveraging existing 
   partnerships, relationships and friendships

- We ask three questions to build our networks    

- What businesses support our e�orts; what places
   do we frequent; where do our friends work

- A fatal mistake is thinking you can do nothing   
   and hope for something



Justine Reimnitz
Marketing & Online Fundraising Strategist
Friends of the Children Portland

- Online and o�ine are not separate worlds, 
   so we approach them in an integrated way

- We’ve teamed up on events, and made sure    
   to focus on having fun, not just asking

- We have built sta� capacity by adding
   Give More 24! to our annual schedule

- This year we’ll start earlier and find more
   champions to spread our message further


